Abstract-This paper gives an introduction to a realistic problem of current cyberspace i.e. cyber attacks and defense. In beginning of the paper we describe the objects used for cyber attacks and tell the means of spreading them such as secondary memory, e-mail attachments, instant messages or malicious bots. After this paper describe the roll of mathematical modeling and simulation to solve the problem with an extensive literature review. Cyber defense architecture and possible elements of cyber defense model are also studied for finding the research gaps. At the last this paper finds some gaps and possible ways to bridge these gaps.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of Internet/Network technology in past three decades has led to sea change in the way data is transferred and information exchange takes place. Over the years coupled with technological development and need, Internet technology has grown, offering numerous functionalities and facilities. The growth of Internet technology has thrown severe challenges in form of requirement of a suitable cyber defense system to safeguard the valuable information stored on system. Towards this goal it is proposed to study and understand the various malicious objects and develop a Initially we did the study of self-replication and self-propagation of malicious objects such as virus, worm, Trojan horse, Bots etc. [1] , [2] .
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
In one sentence modeling is-"Study of a system before actually it is build and implemented." Sometimes it is not feasible to implement a system or real world problem in the actual environment due to the huge cost and large time. So it is better to build a prototype or model and study the behavior of the system. A model is not only a substitute of the actual system, it also the simplification of the system [3] , [4] . Cyber attacks are the major problem of today's world. To overcome this problem it is necessary to understand the behavior of malicious objects. For this mathematical modeling can play an important role. It can help to fix the possible parameters of the malicious object those are important to tell how the malicious object can propagate in the Internet. Except this mathematical modeling helps to the following scenarios to build the cyber defense system [5, 6] :
A. Some Examples of Different Models
Why? Cyber defense is due to various malicious objects like virus, worm, Trojan horse, spam etc. and certain technologies like P2P, Instant Messaging, bots, Phishing etc. misused for scams. For providing defense against them we must be aware of the behavior of these malicious objects and it can only be understood by using modeling.
Find? From the network traffic comes to our system we must know about the existence of the malicious objects or the data which can force our system to behave abnormally. The length of the data, type of the data, source of the data, how it can affect our system, etc are the various things to know. Given? The things which we know and to be analyzed to predict the future aspects of them. Findings of the relevant data such as TCP dump from a specific port, time stamp, accumulation time of data etc.
Assume? Some necessary assumptions we need to make such as life time of data, time for aggregation of data, aggregation time for connections, and number of connections the data to be collected, etc. Also, the circumstances in which assumptions can be applied need to be identified. How? The physical principles those govern the model such as data/text mining, intelligent techniques, fuzzy logics, uncertainty principles etc. Also, how should we look for the model-distributed, laired, isolated, etc?
Predict? Model should predict the malicious objects. It can be represented by mathematical equations, the calculations that to be made, and the state of the information. Valid? Certain tests are to be carried out to judge the validity of model, also the consistency of the model with respect to its principles and assumptions.
Verified? To check whether the model is verified means the predictions are good, tests are to be identified and carried out. It is useful in terms of the initial reasons it was done.
Improve? Simulated results helps to identified parameter values that are not adequately known, variables that should have to include and/or assumptions that could be lifted to improve the model. Implement the iterative loop that we can call "model-validate-verify-improve-predicate."
Use? To make the security model adaptable what further exercises we can do, identify and include. -E-mail (Attachments).
-Instant Messaging (FTP, Text Messaging, Chat etc.).
-Malicious Bot Programs [4] . The attacks on the computer are totally stochastic. We do not know the actual time of next attack on the computer. But on the basis of probability concepts in simulation we can find the probability of the attack at an instance of time. If stochastic variable (Time of attack) can take I different values, x i (i = 1, 2, …, I), and the probability of the value xi being taken is P(x i ), the set of numbers P(x i ) is said to be a probability mass function. Since the variable must taken one of the values, it follows that 1 ( )
Probability mass function can be defined as P(x i ) = n i / N where N= total number of attacks and n i number of attacks from a specified source.
A cumulative distributed function can also be found which gives the probability of stochastic attacks' being less than or equal to a given value. Different measures of probability functions can be used for the study of the stochastic system such as mean, mode, median, Standard deviation, etc. Models characteristic equations can be of two types -Linear and non-Linear. Non-linear system can be represented by Partial Differential Equations (PDE). Consider that malicious object has propagation property P, depends upon various other factors like-A, B, C …etc. It can be represented as P=f (A, B, 2 . Once the simulated results obtained by the use of certain approximation techniques mentioned below can be used for complementing the data generated by simulation as well as validation:-Taylor series expansion: Any function that has derivatives can be expanded by Taylor's Formula, The value of the independent variable, x, in a region near x = a, a function f(x) can be approximated by the polynomial can be fitted into a polynomial or not.
Once the characteristic equation is derived then results can be empirically/analytically validated on the basis of available standard mathematical hypothesis. The first thing for mathematical model validation is the dimensional homogeneity, which requires that each term has the same net dimensions [7] . Secondly, the models can be validated by checking qualitative and limit behavior. Except these some other things can also be considered, depending on how large the errors are? What is the accuracy and precision? Are the data fitted into the uniform curve? The data can be prepared by mean, mode, median or standard deviation. These data can be compared easily and help us to understand the behavior of malicious objects [8] .
For example some definitions of virus can be modeled as follows:
Def-1: This definition defines the simple virus which infects the existing files and makes them able to behave in the similar way.
Let P is a set of programs, Now, for modeling a cyber defense system one should know about the different components needed. Here is a good division of cyber defense components by O. Sami Saydjari in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Cyber defense system design model These are sensors and exploitation, situation awareness, defensive mechanism, command and control, strategies and tactics, and science and Engineering [6] . He also tried to set an analogy in between an "art of war" to technology and he got a success in doing such thing at some extent V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY Although various models and solutions are provided, the following problems remain to be solvedAll the characteristics of the malicious object's propagation have to be represented in the form of mathematical equations so that it gives the right direction to predict the future behavior. Another thing is to implement that characteristic equation in the existing environment (Existing Intranet and Internet), so to make a realistic model such that it can be implemented in real time environment without much change. Once a model is provided then its accuracy can be analyzed and improved on the basis of simulated results. This accuracy helps to protect the system by attack of malicious object. Like Code Red worms have been modeled with high accuracy and now it can be controlled accuracy limits but still there is scope to improve them. So we will target our goals to improve these models. Most of the malicious objects having lot of characteristics, which is to be determined and because of this there is increase in the behavioral complexity [13] . We need to generalize each characteristic and narrow down the characteristic domain. Most of the cyber defense systems, when implemented create overheads like-slow down the existing system performance, increase the packet length or take more time for comparison etc. So it is needed to provide such a cyber defense system, which does not create much more extra overheads. Both the defensive systems (after attack recovery, and before attack) should be predictable enough on the basis of mathematical modeling with high accuracy. . In cyber defense it is difficult to trace the attacker due to
Most of the models are with certain lower education and awareness [15] , [16] . Only few easily [10] , [11] .
countries have some inadequate policies, and education and awareness system. So, to restrict such type of malicious activities, our society needs to devise a proper set of policies.
